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ABSTRACT

Surabaya Automotive Center is a largest automotive facility in Surabaya where there are retail are provided for visual and performance workshop. Surabaya automotive centers is also a container to accommodate all automotive activities such as contests modifications, urban racing competition (slalom, drift, drag), a driving school, where automotive research trials and showroom to sell motor vehicles. In big cities like Surabaya motor vehicle has become the urban lifestyle began to develop in which a motor vehicle is not just a means of transportation but rather used as a showcase in terms of aesthetics and performance. This phenomenon is characterized by the many contests such as auto automotive black through (ABT), Accelera auto contest, Honda auto contest (HOCS) and so forth. In terms of the performance of many held many races as kejurnas drag race, drag bike kejurnas, djarum black slalom, slalom mild, kejurnas drift and so forth. It also sparked the emergence of automotive repair shops in Surabaya. using ready-set theme that is applied to a shape and vision of building centers of automotive Surabaya ready to drive with automotive developments in the city of Surabaya.